that the blood pressure could not be reversed; thus, you would not expect stopping cigarette smoking to reverse a bronchial carcinoma. It should perhaps be emphasised that a single 24 hour measurement of urinary sodium excretion might be a weaker indicator of long term sodium intake than a dietary assessment. Using a simple dietary assessment similar to that originally used by Dahl, which we found to be highly repeatable, we showed in an intrapopulation study a strong correlation between salt intake and systolic blood pressure in 537 subjects over the age of 39 (p<O-OOl).' Dahl's pioneer studies were epidemiologically unsophisticated,2 and his straight line correlation may have upset the purists, but it is significant that the highly complex Intersalt study has fully confirmed his main conclusions. It is now generally accepted in the United States and Europe that a moderate reduction in salt intake is to be recommended as a prophylactic measure, and it would be unfortunate if Professor Swales's editorial had the reverse effect in this country, with its high incidence of vascular disease.
It is indeed surprising that the salt saga has continued for so long as in clinical medicine it is customary to advise action on the basis of probability rather than to wait for absolute proof. Although we gave no data on the venous pressures while sitting, we found a significant correlation (p<O-OOl) between the decrease in white cell counts after 60 minutes' sitting (expressed as the percentage decrease in the ratio of white to red cells) and calf pump function measured by foot volumetry (figure). Admittedly this may represent existing pathological changes in the microcirculation rather than the direct effects of pressure.
We believe that accumulation of white cells is a possible cause of decreased capillary flow and like the fibrin cuff may be observed in legs after phlebitis before overt skin changes develop. Many 
